
Lecture 1. Nuclear Matter. 

Brueckner-Hartree-Fock 

 The  many-body problem in nuclear matter

 The NN interaction and the need of sophisticated many-body mehods

 T--matrix and the summation of ladder diagrams

 G-matrix the summation of ladder particle-particle diagrams in the medium. 

 How to calculate the  self-energy?

 Use of effective interactions in the HF approximation



A great  effort is being devoted to study the properties of asymmetric 

nuclear systems both from  experimental and theoretical points of view.

“ab initio” calculations could be a safe way to study these systems. 

However,  this procedure could mean different  things …

1. Choose degrees of freedom: nucleons

2. Choose interaction: Realistic phase-shift equivalent two-body potential 

(CDBONN, Av18, N3LO).

3. Select three-body force

With these ingredients we build a non-relativistic Hamiltonian  ===> 

Many-body Schrodinger equation. To solve this equation (ground or 

excited states) one needs a sophisticated many-body machinery.

We need  as good as posible many-body theories to eliminate uncertainties!

Remember:

Nucleon-nucleon interaction is not uniquely defined.  

Complicated channel structure. Tensor component in the NN interaction.

Already the deuteron is complicated.



is the sum of 18   operators that respect some symmetries.   components 

15-18 violate charge indepedence. 

Argonne v18

An example …



Central, isospin, spin, and spin-isopin components.

The repulsive short-range of the central part has a peak value of

2031 MeV at  r=0.



Phase shifts in the 1S0 channel. 



Perturbative methods: Due to the short-range structure of a realistic 

potential  Order by order perturbation theory is not posible  infinite 

partial summations. 

Diagrammatic  notation is useful.

Self- Consistent Green’s function  (SCGF)

Brueckner-Hartree-Fock.  G-matrix

Single-particle properties and also the binding energy.

Main issue the energy of the ground state



Variational methods as FHNC or VMC 

Quantum Monte Carlo: GFMC and AFDMC.  Simulation box with a finite 

number of  particles. Special method for sampling the operatorial correlations. 

A simple option:



The microscopic study of nuclear systems requires a rigorous treatment 

of the nucleon-nucleon (NN) correlations.

 Strong short range repulsion and tensor components in realistic 

interactions, to fit NN scattering data,  produce important modifications 

of the nuclear wave function.

 Simple Hartree-Fock for nuclear matter at the empirical saturation 

density using such realistic NN interactions provides positive energies 

rather than the empirical -16 MeV per nucleon.

The effects of correlations appear also in the single-particle 

properties:

Partial occupation of the single particle states which would be fully 

occupied in a mean field description and a wide distribution in energy 

of the single-particle strength.  The departure of n(k) from the step 

function (in a uniform system) gives a measure of the importance of 

correlations.



Symmetric Nuclear matter:  Is a uniform system of equal number of structureless

neutrons and protons which interact via a non-relativistic nucleon-nucleon potential,

which are required to reproduce  properties of a two-nucleon system. The Coulomb 

Interaction is turned off.

















Perturbation theory gives a formal expansion for  

The operator P projects off the ground state and ensures that the ground state

Does not take place  as an intermediate state.









First order correction for a simple central potential 





Performing first the integral over momenta, which is independent of the

potential















Interaction of one particle with all the others







Convenient to use 

explicitly 

the center of mass and 

the  relative momentum

























What happens for positive energies?









How to treat the principle value integral?





In this way one gets an smooth integral and the mesh can ignore the 

Principle value





In a matrix  language



One can also go directly to the T matrix by including the  delta in the 

Integral and inverting a complex matrix 











Comparison with the expansión in terms of the scattering length and the 

Effective range. 



Let’s try to sum the ladder diagrams in the medium



First Term of the hole line expansión !



The single particle potential

If it is complex , for the propagation we use the real part!





Try to reduce the dimensionality of the integral! Use partial wave expansión!















Single Particle potential  













Average Pauli operator

























Is the chemical potential equal to the Fermi energy?












